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Editorial Note

The proceedings of this meeting have been edited by the Scientific Secretary of the meeting.



Introduction

About five hundred innocent people are killed or severely maimed by landmines each week.
The majority of these accidents occur in developing Member States. There are hundreds of
millions (estimated) of landmines in place throughout the world.

The link between the Agency, the UN and the landmines issue is highlighted in Appendix 1.

The purpose of this Advisory Group Meeting (AGM) was to put together experts from several
areas of explosives (landmines) detection, both nuclear and non-nuclear, to generate ideas
which might lead to development of a low-cost method for detection of explosives (in
particular landmines), or to a modification of existing methods. (Further, if the method was
one to which a developing member state could make a technical contribution and could
implement itself ... that would be further advantageous).

Nuclear techniques of analysis are powerful and are widely used for many applications, in
industry, the environment, health, etc. They have also been developed for detection of
explosives, e.g. in airline baggage and unexploded ordnance. For explosives detection,
though, they are presently somewhat costly - being mostly based on state-of-the-art nuclear
physics-type equipment.

The Agency already has some activity in this explosives detection area, via a research
contract and a research agreement with groups in China and USA (respectively) on detection
of explosives and landmines using the nuclear quadrupole resonance technique.

The presence at the meeting of participants from the non-nuclear area, as well as from the
nuclear area, was seen as essential to better understand the overall status of
explosives/landmine detection efforts. Further, the interaction between the two "different'
areas was seen as possibly giving rise to new ideas.

The terms of reference for the AGM were:

• To summarise the present state-of-the-art, for both nuclear and non-nuclear methods (i.e.
for accelerator, neutron generator, radioactive sources, nuclear quadrupole resonance,
radar, infra-red, seismic, etc).

• To generate ideas which might lead to development of a low-cost method for detection of
explosives (in particular landmines) or to a modification of existing methods. (Further, if
the method is one to which a developing member state could make a technical
contribution and could implement itself ... that would be further advantageous).

• To consider the formation of a co-ordinated research programme (CRP) in this area, and
the research directions such a CRP might examine. Alternatively, to recommend some
other funding mechanism by the Agency (incorporating a higher funding level, for
example).
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The participants represented a range of different specialities, both nuclear and non-nuclear.
The participants and their specialties used in explosives detection were:

Dr. P. Bach
Sodern Co.
France

neutron generators

Prof. F. Brooks
University of Capetown
South Africa

accelerators

Dr. A. Caffrey
Idaho National Laboratory
USA

neutron sources

Prof. E. Hussein
University of New Brunswick
Canada

neutron sources

Dr. R.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
USA

Prof. C. Rappaport
Northeastern University
USA

nuclear quadrupole
resonance (magnetic):
infrared

radar

Prof. G. Vourvopoulos
Western Kentucky University
USA

accelerators;
neutron sources

Dr. S. Zhu
China Institute of Atomic Energy
Beijing
China

nuclear quadrupole
resonance (electric)

The Scientific Secretary for the meeting was R.L. Walsh, Physics Section, RJPC, IAEA.

At the meeting. Prof. Hussein was elected to be Chairman of the meeting and Dr. Caffrey was
elected to be Rapporteur.
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Observations of the Meeting

General

The meeting noted that there are three steps involved in landmine clearing operations:
location of anomalies ('localization'); then identification of what the anomalies are
('characterization'); and finally destruction of the mine. The AGM confined its discussions
to the first two steps.

Also the AGM concerned itself with the humanitarian aspects of demining, not the military
aspects.

The discussions included nuclear, acoustic, radar, infrared, x-ray, and nuclear quadrupole
resonance methods for localizing and characterizing landmines. Many technologies are still
under laboratory development. Other methods, e.g. explosive clearing methods, search dogs,
and vapour sensing instruments, were not considered.

Two recent, useful surveys of the status of landmine detection were circulated at the meeting
and are listed at references 1 and 2.

Specific

1. Humanitarian demining is fundamentally distinct from military' countermine
operations. (In humanitarian demining, the aim is to return the mined area to eventual
re-use by the local population. A clearance figure of 99.6% is the UN minimum level
required. Military demining involves an initial quick breach in a minefield to allow
troop entry and, later, further demining to allow occupation by military personnel. A
clearance figure of only 80% is the typical level accepted by the military).

2. Current identification/characterization of landmines is performed by carefully digging
around/uncovering the item as much as possible, and then by inspecting it visually.

3. For location of anomalies, non-nuclear methods (e.g. radar and electromagnetic
induction) appear to be superior. For identification of the anomaly, nuclear methods
have many advantages. This is, inter alia, because of their unique ability to identify
individual elements and elemental abundance ratios. This permits on-line
identification of the explosive substance.

4. No identification technique for landmines has yet been put in place and used in actual
landmine fields (with the exception of search dogs).

5. No single technique is optimal for all landmine clearing problems, because of
differing landmine types, climate, and terrain. A combination of techniques is
required. Local conditions strongly influence the choice of the best method.

6. Electromagnetic induction (EMI) technologies, similar to airport metal detectors, can
localize all landmines containing metallic parts, even down to one gram of metal.
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However, EMI instruments exhibit high false-alarm rates in actual use, especially
searching for non-metallic-bodied mines, and hence are not sufficient as stand-alone
detectors.

7. Infrared (IR) techniques appear to warrant further study for wide area surface
searches, but this technique may be unable to distinguish mines from harmless
objects, such as rocks.

8 By imaging of anomalies, ultra-wideband ground-penetrating radar (GPR) arrays

offer significant advantages over conventional GPR instruments, for subsurface mine

searching.

9. Acoustic wave-scattering methods can enhance detection of mines in wet soil and in
loose fill, providing size and shape information.

10 Nuclear quadrupole resonance techniques are well suited for elemental and bulk
chemical characterization of non-metallic buried objects, and can unambiguously
identify the explosive chemical.

11 Concerning cost- present non-nuclear techniques, e.g. forward-looking infrared and
large area ground-penetrating radar, cost about USD 20,000 to 30,000 per system. An
estimate for a nuclear technique (the TINS' system of Idaho National Laboratory.
USA: see paper by A. Caffrey at Appendix 4) is about USD 100,000. Mass
production would reduce these costs, but firm figures for this are not available.

12. The meeting was not able to discover any particular technique that had been
'overlooked' as a possible landmine detection technique.

Recommendations of the Meeting

1 The IAEA is in a unique position to promote and encourage cooperation between
scientists, manufacturers, and actual users of mine clearing technologies in the
affected countries (the majority of which are developing countries). This holds for
both nuclear and non-nuclear methods.

2 Nuclear techniques are best suited for elemental characterization of buried objects,
rather than for localization of the object. However, one new nuclear technique, coded
aperture gamma-ray imaging detector arrays, does combine characterization with
localization

3 New technological developments in radiation sources and detectors have produced
systems which are far more compact and inexpensive than older technological
approaches and which have enhanced reliability and safety - making for practical field
deployment. The detection efficiency is greatly increased by using multiple detector
elements.
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4. Acoustic probing tools (such as "Smart Prod") should be studied as an inexpensive
method to enhance traditional probes (such as plastic rods).

5. All proposed landmine technologies should be evaluated independently in double-
blind tests with realistic simulated landmines, before employment in an actual
minefield. ('Double-blind' means that neither the group performing the test, nor the
group whose instrument is being tested, knows the locations of the mines).

6. A "figure-of-merit" should be devised to provide a weighted evaluation of mine-
clearing technologies. Criteria should include: cost, weight, search area/unit time.
power consumption, reliability, detection efficiency, and false positive rate.

7. User interface designs should allow the operator to participate in the decision-making
process.

8. The laboratory instruments which have been developed should be field-tested in mine-
affected countries.

9. A co-ordinated research programme should be commenced, titled 'Nuclear Methods
for Characterization of Explosives (in particular Landmines)'. Possible topics to be
studied in this CRP are: method development; neutron source development; detector
development; and software for recognition and imaging.

10. Training in the proper use of new technologies is essential for their successful
operation. IAEA's training programmes, especially in developing countries, are
among the Agency's traditional strengths.

References

1. Horowitz P., et. Al., 'New Technological Approaches to Humanitarian Demining',
JASON, The MITRE Corporation, Virginia, USA, Report JSR-96-115. November
1996.

2. Bruschini C. and Gros B., 'A Survey of Current Sensor Technology Research for the
Detection of Landmines', Proc. Int. Workshop on Sustainable Humanitarian
Demining (SusDem'97), 29 Sept. - 1 Oct. 1997, Zagreb, Croatia, p. S6.18.
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Appendix 1

NOTE TO THE DIRECTOR GENERAL

The following is the text of the message I wrote today on behalf of the Agency
in the book of condolences for the Princess of Wales at the Residence of the
Ambassador of the United Kingdom to Austria:

So very much has been written and said in the outpouring of grief following
the Princess of Wales' tragic and most untimely death early last Sunday
morning. In her unique way she touched so many people, in so many walks of
life, bringing hope, healing and tenderness; and, along the way she fascinated
us all.

As a representative of an international organization in the U.N. family I
particularly admired the attention and focus she brought to the issue of land
mines. May a successful resolution of that issue serve as a tribute to her many
good works.

On behalf of Director General Hans Blix and all my colleagues at the IAEA I
extend our thoughts and prayers to her countrymen and her family, and
particularly her young sons, William and Harry.

David B. Waller
Acting Director General

David B. Waller
DDG-AD
1997-09-03/aw

cc: Mr. ElBaradei
Ms. Jankowitsch
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Appendix 2

Agenda

Advisory Group Meeting on
'Detection of Explosives (in particular Landmines) by Low-Cost Methods'

IAEA, Vienna, Meeting Room C0249, 9-12 December 1997

TUESDAY 9 DECEMBER

0900-0915 Registration

0915-0930 * Opening of the meeting T Dolan, Head, Physics Section, RIPC
R Walsh, Physics Section and Scientific

Secretary of the meeting
* Election of chairman and rapporteur

* Adoption of agenda

Participants will then describe the techniques used by their respective groups for
detection of explosives. (The times indicated include time for questions):

0930-1000 G Vourvopoulos Pulsed fast-thermal neutron analysis
Western Kentucky University
USA

1000-1030 R Lanza Nuclear quadrupole resonance
MIT (magnetic)
USA

1030-1100 Coffee break

1100-1130 S Zhu Nuclear quadrupole resonance
China Inst of Atomic Energy (electric)
China

1130-1200 C Rappaport Radar
North Eastern University
USA

1200-1230 E Hussein Neutron sources
University of New Brunswick
Canada

1230-1400 Lunch

1400-1430 ACaffrey Neutron sources
Idaho National Lab tmmmmm"•«—•••••••
U S A | NEXT PAGE(S)
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1430-1500 R Lanza Infra-red
MIT
USA

1500-1530 P Bach Neutron generators
Sodern
France

1530-1600 Coffee break

1600-1630 F Brooks Accelerators
University of Capetown
South Africa

1630-1730 Review of preceding presentations

1730-1900 Cocktail Reception, Reception Room A, VIC Restaurant

WEDNESDAY 10 DECEMBER

0900-1030 Discussion (The aim is to generate ideas which might lead to
development of a low-cost method for detection of explosives, in
particular of landmines, or to a modification of existing methods).

1030-1100 Coffee break

1100-1230 Discussion

1230-1400 Lunch

1400-1530 Discussion

1530-1600 Coffee break

1600-1730 Discussion

THURSDAY 11 DECEMBER

0900-1030 Discussion

1030-1100 Coffee break

1100-1230 Discussion
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1400-1530 * Consideration of formation of CRP

* Consideration of other funding mechanisms

1530-1600 Coffee break

1600-1730 Preparation of meeting report and recommendations

FRIDAY 12 DECEMBER

0900-1030 Preparation of meeting report and recommendations

1030-1100 Coffee break

1100-1230 * Preparation of meeting report and recommendations

* Review of meeting report

1230-1400 Lunch

1400-1530 Review of meeting report

1530-1600 Coffee break

1600-1730 * Presentation of meeting report and discussion
* Closing of the meeting
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Appendix 3

List of Participants

Dr. Pierre BACH Sodern Co.
Limeil-Brevannes
FRANCE
fax: +33-1-45957177, 45691402
tel: +33-1-45957000

Prof. Frank BROOKS

Dr. Augustine CAFFREY

Prof. Esam HUSSEIN

Dr. Richard LANZA

Prof. Carey RAPPAPORT

Dept. of Physics
University of Capetown
Private Bag
Rondebosch, Cape 7700
SOUTH AFRICA
fax: +27-21-6503342
tel: +27-21-6503325
e-mail: fdb@uctvms.uct.ac.za

National Security Programs
Idaho National Engineering Lab
P.O.Box 1625
Idaho Fall, Idaho 83415-2202
USA

fax: +1-208-5261390
tel: +1-208-5264024
e-mail: ajc@inel.gov

University of New Brunswick
P.O. Box 4400
Fredericton, NB E3B 5 A3
CANADA
fax: +1-506-4535025
tel: +1-506-4473105
e-mail: hussein@unb.ca

Dept. of Nuclear Engineering
RmNW 13-219
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139-4307
USA
fax: +1-617-2532343
tel: +1-617-2532399
e-mail: lanza@mit.edu

Dept. of Electronic & Computer Engineering
235 Forsyth Building
Northeastern University
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02115
USA
fax: +1-617-3738627
tel: -1-617-3732043
e-mail: rappaport@neu.edu
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Prof. George VOURVOPOULOS

Dr. Shengyun ZHU

R. IYER

Dept. of Physics Astronomy
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
USA
fax: +1-502-7455062
tel: +1-502-7455277
e-mail: vour@wku.edu

Dept. of Nuclear Physics
China Institute of Atomic Energy
Beijing
CHINA
fax: +86-10-9357787
tel: +86-10-69358003 (office); 60386407 (home;
e-mail: ciasyz@public. bta. net. en

Director, Division of Physical and
Chemical Sciences (RIPC)
IAEA

T. DOLAN

R. WALSH
(Scientific Secretary)

Head, Physics Section, RIPC, IAEA

Physics Section, RIPC
Dept. of Research & Isotopes
IAEA
P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, Austria
fax: +43-1-20607 (Attn: R. Walsh, Physics Section)
tel: +43-1-2060-21753
e-mail: r. walsh@iaea. org
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George Vourvopoulos
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky, 42101

Tel: (502) 745-5277, Fax: (502) 745-5062, E-MaU : VOUR@WKU.EDU

PELAN - A TRANSPORTABLE, NEUTRON-BASED UXO IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUE

ABSTRACT

An elemental characterization method is used to
differentiate between inert projectiles and UXO's.
This method identifies in a non-intrusive, non-
destructive manner, the elemental composition of
the projectile contents. Most major and minor
chemical elements within the interrogated object
(hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine,
phosphorus, chlorine, arsenic, etc.) are identified
and quantified. The method is based on PELAN-
Eulsed Elemental Analysis with Neutrons.
PELAN uses pulsed neutrons produced from a
compact, sealed tube neutron generator. Using an
automatic analysis computer program, the
quantities of each major and minor chemical
element are determined. A decision-making tree
identifies the object by comparing its elemental
composition with stored elemental composition
libraries of substances that could be contained
within the projectile. In a series of blind tests,
PELAN was able to identify without failure, the
contents of each shell placed in front of it. The
PELAN probe does not need to be in contact with
the interrogated projectile. If the object is buried,
the interrogation can take place in situ, provided
the probe can be inserted a few centimeters from
the object's surface.

INTRODUCTION

High explosives (TNT, RDX, C-4, etc.) are
composed primarily of the chemical elements
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen.
Chemical warfare agents (mustard gas, sarin,
etc.) contain along with the previous mentioned
elements other elements such as fluorine,
chlorine, arsenic and phosphorus. On the other

hand, many innocuous organic materials are also
composed primarily of hydrogen, carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen. These elements, however,
are found in each material with very different
elemental ratios and concentrations. It is thus
possible to identify and differentiate e.g. TNT
from paraffin.

Neutrons have been used for several decades to
measure several of the above mentioned
elements. In oil exploration, the carbon/oxygen
ratio is a measure of oil saturation (Scott et
al.,1991). In the coal industry, elements such as
sulfur and chlorine are routinely measured with
neutron interrogation (Kirchner, 1991). In the
airline industry, the inspection of checked
luggage for hidden explosives has been proposed
through the use of neutrons for the identification
of the nitrogen content within a piece of luggage
(Khan, et al., and references therein, 1991).
These techniques utilize either fast neutrons for
the identification of elements such as carbon and
oxygen, or thermal neutrons for the measurement
of elements such as nitrogen. We have utilized
all of the above well established nuclear reactions
to develop a probe capable of identifying and
differentiating high explosives and chemical
warfare agents from innocuous materials.

THE PELAN PRINCIPLE

PELAN (Pulsed Elemental ANalysis with
Neutrons) is based on a pulsed neutron generator
utilizing the deuterium-tritium (d-T) reaction
which produces 14 MeV neutrons. The neutron
generator produces a train of 14 MeV neutron
pulses, a few us wide. Figure 1 shows the time
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sequence of the nuclear reactions taking place. The
fast neutrons impinge on the object to be
interrogated, and initiate a series of nuclear
reactions such as (n,n'v) and (n,py) with some
elements such as C and O, which have a large
cross section for these reactions. The gamma-
rays are detected by a suitable set of detectors, and
are stored in a data acquisition system. After the
neutron pulse is stopped, some of the fast neutrons
that are still within the object lose their energy
through collisions with, primarily, the light
elements contained in it. When the neutrons have
an energy of less than 1 eV, they can be captured
by elements such as H, N, and Fe through (n,y)
reactions. They are detected by the same set of
detectors and are stored at a different memory
address within the same data acquisition system.
This procedure is repeated with a frequency of
approximately 10 kHz. After a predetermined
number of these pulses, there is a longer pause
between pulses that allows the detection of
gamma-rays emitted from elements such as Si and
P that have become activated. Therefore, by
utilizing fast neutron reactions, neutron capture
reactions, and activation analysis, a large number

of elements contained in an object can be identified
in a continuous mode without sampling.

As proof-of-principle for the PELAN
development, several 105 mm projectiles were
obtained from the Jefferson Proving Ground in
Indiana. The projectiles were either empty, or
contained one of two types of inert material: a
wax-based filling or a red epoxy filling. To
simulate the high explosives used in these
projectiles (TNT, RDX), the empty projectiles
were filled with innocuous blends of chemical
materials that had the same elemental composition
as the high explosives. For the chemical warfare
agents, the GD surrogate used in tests at Dugway
was prepared and placed in a PVC container.

Figure 2. Experimental set-up for the PELAN
proof-of-principle.

Figure 2 shows the experimental set-up used for
the proof-of-principle with the 105 mm projectiles.
The neutron generator tube (A) was placed
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approximately SO cm (20 in) above the ground.
Radiation shielding (B) was placed between the
neutron generator head and the gamma-ray
detector (C), to shield the detector from the
generator neutrons. The detector was a 5 cm x 5
cm BGO gamma-ray detector, and the pulses from
the detector were transmitted to the data
acquisition station located approximately 17 m (50
ft) from the measurement she. The detector was
placed in front of the object to be examined, at an
arbitrary distance from it but no more than IS cm
(6 in). An automatic analysis program de-
convoluted the gamma-ray spectrum, and the
quantities of each major element (hydrogen,
carbon, oxygen, chlorine, etc.) within the
interrogated object were determined. For the
projectiles that were investigated (TNT-filled,
empty, chemical agent-filled, inert material-filled),
a decision-making tree was prepared (Figure 3).

H>4 - >

C/O*5
C/O<5

•^FolWax

Fe^ 1 Chemical

^C^3+O£2 Empty

/Fe>6TNT

^F^^C/Fe^Epoxy

Ethanol
Methanol

Figure 3. Decision-making tree for the blind
tests. Chemical refers to chemical warfare agent.
Wax and epoxy refer to inert fillings of the
projectiles.

Two independent series of blind tests were

performed, with unbiased participants placing at
random the above projectiles at the position of the
projectile shown in Figure 2. Without failure,
PELAN was able to identify the contents of each
shell placed in front of it. In order to show that
PELAN can also differentiate between similar
chemical compounds such as methyl and ethyl
alcohol, 1-liter samples of each were placed at the
projectile position. PELAN, based on the
carbon/oxygen ratio shown in Figure 3, was able
to differentiate and readily identify the two
chemical compounds.

DATA DE-CONVOLUTION

Shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6 are gamma-ray
spectra from fast neutron, thermal neutron and
neutron activation reactions. Each spectrum has
several gamma-rays produced from chemical
elements contained in the interrogated object.
The lower spectrum in each figure On dots) is the
background spectrum. The numbers above the
peaks correspond to the energies of the
characteristic gamma-rays and the element
producing them. For a given detector and a
given detection geometry, each chemical element
produces a characteristic gamma-ray spectrum
called a response spectrum. Figure 7 shows a
response spectrum produced from a carbon
sample placed in front of the gamma-ray detector
and bombarded with fast neutrons from the
neutron generator. A gamma-ray spectrum from
any innocuous material or from a suspect
explosive will contain several chemical elements
including hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and
oxygen. Depending on the packaging and
surrounding materials, it can also contain
elements such as silicon, chlorine, iron, lead,
etc. In the absence of any sample placed in front
of the detector, the detector records gamma-rays
emanating from the materials surrounding the
detector, as well as from the materials inside and
around the neutron generator. This spectrum is
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Figure 4. TNT-surrogate gamma-ray spectrum
from fast neutron reactions.
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called the background spectrum. The de-
convolution computer code used for the
reduction of the data represents the counts in
each energy bin of the spectrum by the equation

v = ?.( y. - mi)2 (2)

fli] = <x*bg[i] (1)

where f[i] is the number of counts in the I-th bin
of the fitted spectrum, C* is the multiplication
coefficient for the response spectrum of the k-th
element, mji] is the number of counts in the I-th
bin of the response spectrum of the k-th element,
a is the multiplication coefficient of the
background, and bgfi] is the number of counts in
the I-th bin of the background. The mjil's are
determined by measuring the spectrum of a
sample containing only one chemical element
(the response spectrum). The coefficients c± and
a are determined by the least-squares method,
minimizing the general x2 expression

where y, and a, are the measured counts in the I-
th channel and the statistical error respectively.
The results of the de-convolution can be seen in
Figure 8. The figure contains the experimental
spectnim, the fitted spectrum, and the
background spectrum for a projectile. Below the
spectra, the difference at each energy bin
between the experimental and the fitted spectrum
is displayed. The two horizontal lines above and
below the difference spectrum are the 3a lines,
indicating the 99% confidence limit. The results
of the fitted spectrum (in counts/s) are used as
input to the decision-making tree shown in
Figure 3. The spectral de-convolution process
and the decision-making tree are software-
connected to the data acquisition process. In this
manner, the operator knows the identity of the
projectile filling within a few seconds of the
completed projectile interrogation.
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2OOOO -

10000

I

Figure 8. A de-
convoluted gamma-ray
spectrum from fast
neutrons on a TNT-
surrogate sample. In the
upper portion, the data
is represented with dots.
The solid line is the

fitted spectrum. The thin
dotted line is the
background spectrum.
For the lower part of the
figure, see text above.
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A TRANSPORTABLE PELAN PROBE

-5 cm
HV supplies, LV supplies

VT ,_ . Data & generator
Neutron generator clectronfcs

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the self-contained probe for the detection of explosives.

Based on the proof-of-principle results and the
blind tests with 105 mm projectiles, a self-
contained PELAN probe has been designed.
Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of the probe.
The probe contains a sealed tube neutron
generator which produces 14 MeV neutrons in a
pulsed mode. The gamma rays from the
interactions of the neutrons with the background
and the interrogated object are detected by the
shielded gamma-ray detector. The probe also
contains the electronics for the shaping and
preamplification of the gamma-ray signals, the
electronic units that supply the pulsing mode of the
neutron generator, and all high voltage (HV) and
low voltage (LV) power supplies needed for the
operation of the neutron generator, the nuclear
electronics, and the diagnostic circuits. It is also

possible to construct the PELAN probe with the
100 kV high voltage supply for the neutron
generator in a different module, external to the
probe. Some of the probe specifications are:
Diameter: < 5 cm (2 in)
Total length: approx. 2 m (6 ft)
Probe weight: 35-45 kg (80-100 lb)
Probe shell: Stainless steel
Neutron yield: 1x10' n/s in 4n, pulsed
Tritium content: < 10 Ci
Modular design for easier servicing and part
replacement.

For the probe to be effective, the detector end of
the probe must be set within 10 cm (4 in) of the
interrogated object. If the object is buried, the
interrogation can take place in_silu, provided the



detector end of the probe can be inserted within 10
cm (4 in) from the object's surface. Drawing from
the long experience from oil exploration, the probe
can be ruggedized so that it can be impelled into
the ground, or it can be used underwater.

For a measurement, the probe is placed next to the
object, the operator withdraws to a safe distance,
and energizes the neutron generator through the
generator control. After a predetermined time
(usually a few hundred seconds depending on the
interrogated object), the neutron generator is
turned off and the results are automatically
produced from the data acquisition module.

RADIATION RISKS

The use of nuclear techniques requires the
examination of the following risks:

a) radiation exposure of the operators
b) risk of radiation release from the
neutron generator from an accidental
detonation of a projectile
c) Residual radioactivity on the detectors,
electronics, remote-controlled vehicle, etc.

a)Concerning personnel radiation exposure, the
neutron generator does not emit any radiation
unless it is energized. Personnel can work in the
vicinity of the neutron generator tube without any
risk of irradiation. While the generator is activated
for the interrogation of an object, no radiation
shielding is required, if the operator remains at a
distance of at least 7 m from the neutron generator
rube.
b) In the event of an accidental detonation of a
shell, the sealed tube neutron generator could
break open, releasing in the environment the
tritium contained in the tube. The radiation hazard
from this release is limited. Tritium is a gas easily
dispersed in the atmosphere. Tritium is contained
in many "Exit" signs, is used in 100 Ci quantities
for emergency lights in military airports, and is
contained in all civilian airline cockpit instruments.

c) Each of the measurements is to be completed
within 5 minutes. During this time interval, based
on the dose limits that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) considers as maximum
allowed doses to the general public (10 CFR20),
our calculations indicate that there will not be any
residual radioactivity on the ground or on the
interrogated objects larger than the NRC limits.

CONCLUSIONS

Through a series of proof-of-principle and blind
tests, it has been shown that PELAN is an
effective way for UXO identification. Its
characteristic features are:
• It measures and quantifies all major

chemical elements found in explosives,
inert fillings, or chemical warfare agents.

• It can differentiate between chemical
compounds, e.g. ethanol and methanol
with ease, by measuring their
carbon/oxygen ratio.

• The sealed tube neutron generator
produces neutrons only when it is
energized for the few minutes of
interrogation. The sealed tritium within
the generator tube poses no radiation
hazard, does not require any special
handling when it is not energized, and it
can be transported from one location to
another without any radiation shielding.

The de-convolution algorithm allows the
identification and quantification of each chemical
element. All interrogations can be accomplished
within a few minutes, with each chemical element
measured with a 99% confidence limit.

The design of sealed tube neutron generators has
advanced appreciably, allowing the construction of
rugged probes that can withstand large
temperature gradients and a hostile environment
Advances in electronic design allow the
miniaturization of nuclear modules, so that they



can be included safely within the PELAN probe.
The remaining modules can be accommodated
within a personal computer and a low voltage
supply-generator control. This allows the
operation of the probe from a safe distance, and
limits the total weight of the probe and ancillary
devices.
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Explosives Detection With Applications to Landmines

Landmines, originally developed as military weapons now create most of their casualties
among the civilian populations, especially children. Although the mines were originally laid
during military conflicts, their effects persist long after the military conflict has ended. The
estimates of the numbers of mines range up to 150,000,000 and the number of casualties at
25,000 per year. Mining not only kills and maims people, but their use effectively closes off
usable farm land, creating further economic and social problems.

Modern mines are particularly difficult because many of them have been made difficult to
detect by conventional means such as magnetic detection. The problem is not only that there
is often only a small amount of metal in the mine but that the war zone may contain an
enormous amount of metal pieces from other weapons. Thus the problem is not just one of
detection, but of developing methods to discriminate between the many kinds of background
and clutter that are present.

The problem of demining in this case is only superficially similar to the military counter-mine
problem. In the military case speed is paramount and cost and high efficiency in detection are
secondary. The military problem is to detect and destroy enough mines so that the dangers
from mines are comparable to the other hazards of military operations. For humanitarian
demining, we have the requirement of very high detection probability and low cost as major
factors. Fortunately, the luxury of having long times for demining makes the first two
requirements a possibility.

Terrorism and the problem of discovering explosives for aircraft security have led to many
developments in explosive detection which may have applicability to landmine detection.
Unfortunately, the aircraft security problem shares many problems of both the military and
humanitarian demining. It requires high detection probability, fast detection times and can
tolerate high costs. We may look at these techniques as examples of a technical approach
which can be modified to accommodate the problems of humanitarian demining.

An example of this is the use of fast neutrons to probe material. Fast neutrons, especially
those with energies above a few MeV, are capable of penetrating materials to a depth
sufficient for the examination of large objects such as luggage or cargo containers. We have
devised an new method for the aircraft problem which may have application to landmines.
The method, Coded Aperture Fast Neutron Analysis (CAFNA®), uses those gamma rays



which are produced by "inelastic" neutron interactions where the reaction produces a gamma
ray whose energy is determined by the element in which the incident neutron interacted.
Thus, measuring the energy and origin point of the gamma ray determines the element present
and its location within the volume being examined.

In this method, the object being inspected is flooded with 14 MeV neutrons. The CAFNA
technique images the three-dimensional source distribution of the resulting gamma rays,
separating out the gamma rays from each element. Unlike the usual fast neutron techniques,
the neutron beams are not used to obtain either spatial resolution or energy resolution. Thus,
the source is far less complex and expensive and is not the limiting factor in system
performance. The new technique not only improves the sensitivity of detection by a factor of
as much as thirty or more as compared to previous techniques and accomplishes this with
improved spatial resolution. Further, it is possible to obtain three dimensional information
about the location of the contraband. As a consequence of this, the cost of the required
neutron source is reduced by a large factor, and small sealed tube neutron sources developed
and produced for the oil exploration industry can be used rather than large expensive
accelerators. Thus a relatively inexpensive and mobile unit may be produced for field use.

In coded aperture imaging, the object to be imaged emits gamma rays which then pass
through an aperture, casting a shadow on the radiation detector. From knowledge of the
pattern of the aperture and of the detected pattern, the distribution of the source can be
reconstructed. Thus, the system functions as an imaging device whose spatial resolution is
determined by the spatial resolution of the detector and the relative spacing of the source,
aperture and detector. The aperture acts only to block radiation or to pass it through. It is
applicable to any radiation source for which an aperture can be constructed and is especially
useful for radiation for which conventional lenses are not possible such as high energy
gamma rays. This alternative class of imaging techniques employs straight-line ray optics that
offer the opportunity to image at higher photon energies and over larger fields of view. These
techniques have one common signature: the direction of the incoming rays is, before
detection, encoded; the image of the object has to be reconstructed by decoding the
observation afterwards. This method of producing images is a two-step procedure, in contrast
to the direct or one-step imaging procedure of focusing techniques. The choice of pattern is
critical to the performance of the system but we have devised patterns such that the
reconstruction of point like objects is clean and rapid with no spurious ("sidelobe") response.

This method even in a scaled down version may still be too expensive and complicated to use
in the most likely demining scenarios. We and colleagues at other institutions have looked at
several other techniques which are potentially less expensive.

Infrared techniques have long been recognized as promising in certain circumstances. IUN
particular, there is a large thermal contrast between mines and soil just after dawn and after
dusk. One approach, originated by Roder, essentially used a large heater to heat the soil
followed by an infrared imaging camera to detect mines. For this to be more practical, better
methods of heating the ground and cheaper infrared imaging techniques must be developed.

Nuclear Quadrapole Resonance (NQR) uses the quadrapole moment of nitrogen to detect the
presence of compounds such as TNT. The advantage of this method is that there are
essentially no false positives. The problem however is that it cannot detect explosives within
conductive materials and thus will be useless against metal mines. Further, the sensitivity is
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limited for TNT and in particular, it is necessary to use a non optimum probe coil
arrangement to detect mines from the surface. Recent work at Quantum Magnetics has
shown that the method works even if the mine is surrounded by materials found in soil.

Wolff and Horowitz at Harvard have approached the problem in a different way. They have
essentially constructed smart sticks for manual probing of the ground. By using an acoustic
transducer and simple electronics, they can sense the presence of an underground object
before contacting and by examining the acoustic response, they can distinguish between e.g.
rocks and mines. Though this method is slow, its very low cost and ease of use may make it a
very useful approach to demining.

Finally, we can consider simple mechanical mowers such as one designed by Dobbs of
Analogic. The idea is to make a very simple welded steel wagon with steel wheels that
traverses over a farm field. The machine is powered by a small gasoline engine and
controlled by a simple laser postioner. The operator sits inside a hardened area made from
dirt and wood. As the machine hits mines, especially anti-personnel mines, they are
detonated by the pressure of the overlapping wheel pattern. Damaged machines can be
repaired in the field.

Summarizing, we can see the possibility of progress in this area. It is important to note that
no single device will solve the problems, since there are so many different situations.
Therefore it will be more effective to build devices specific to problem. Simultaneously, it is
always necessary to emphasize ease of operation and construction. As with the aircraft
security problem, the use of multiple simple devices with "orthogonal" operating principles
will enhance the likelihood of success. Finally, the designer should place a very great
premium on keeping designs simple.
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Detection of Explosives
by l^N Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance Technique

I INTRODUCTION

Detection of explosives is a challenge topic to which efforts have been made.
A variety of detection techniques has been developed. Unfortunately, none of them,
e.g. the conventional vapor-based method and neutron activation method, is not
completely foolproof and satisfied. Therefore, new methods which can uniquely
detect and identify explosives are required and the nuclear quadrupole resonance
(NQR) method was proposed. Since the end of 1993, we have investigated the
detection of explosives by the 14N NQR technique.

The NQR method is based on the electric quadrupole interaction between a
nuclear quadrupole moment and an electric field gradient (efg). The efg hence the
quadrupole resonance depends strongly on the crystal structure, chemical bonds,
valence state of materials. Therefore, each substance is characterized by its NQR
frequency. So far, NQR has been observed for more than 30 nuclei More than 10
thousands of substances have been investigated by the NQR method and no identical
NQR frequencies have been found.

All explosives contain nitrogen and hence use can be made of the l4N NQR
for detecting them. Since the detected nitrogen nuclei contained in explosives and
other nitrogen-containing materials give different NQR frequencies and also different
explosives have their own NQR frequencies, explosives can be detected and uniquely
identified by the 14N NQR frequency. The 14N NQR method has an advantage of
completely dispelling nitrogen interference from other nitrogen-rich materials over
other nuclear methods of explosive detection and makes exclusive identification of
explosives possible.

n NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE MEASUREMENTS

It is usually difficult to perform measurements of NQR for spin 1 ^ N nuclei
in solids because of its rather small quadrupole moment (~ 0.015 b) and rather weak
resonant signal intensity. In order to investigate the feasibility and applicability of the
14N NQR method in detecting explosives hidden in luggage, parcel, etc., we have
constructed in turn the super-regenerative NQR spectrometer, the modified super-
regenerative NQR spectrometer and the remote NQR spectrometer. The experimental



tests show that the remote NQR spectrometer is the best of the three spectrometers
to detect concealed explosives in laboratory.

The block diagram of the remote NQR spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1. A
pair of surface or cylindrical solenoid coils is equipped and the spectrometer can
work with one or two coils. The surface solenoid coil uses bare copper ribbon or wire
laid on squared or circular Teflon boards with different sizes. The cylindrical solenoid
coil is made of bare copper wire on a cylindrical Teflon former. The sample (luggage
or parcel) of interest can be moved to pass through the gap between two coils. The
RF power of up to eight thousand watts is available. This spectrometer works in a
multi-single pulse mode. At present RF pulses are 50-150 microseconds wide with a
repetition period of 0.5-0.001 seconds. The frequencies of the RF pulses are pre-
determined by the computer control system. The predetermined frequencies are set at
the resonance frequencies of explosive and then the explosive is detected by
inspecting the frequencies near the set frequencies. The resonance frequencies are
dependent on the temperature, therefore, the frequency is swept in a range of 10-50
KHz over the resonance frequency. The integrated nitrogen signals are compared to
the preset threshold value. If the integrated nitrogen signals exceed the preset
threshold value, the alarm is activated.

ffl PRELIMINARY RESULTS

This remote NQR spectrometer has been used for measuring the NQR spectra
of HMT, NaNC>2, RDX and other explosives and mixture of explosive with other

nitrogen containing material. Fig 2 illustrates the 14N NQR spectrum of RDX. The
NQR frequency of HMT is known as 3.3 MHz at room temperature and the
measured frequency is 3.311 MHz. The measured NQR frequencies of NaNC>2 are

3.602 and 4.651 MHz, which are in good agreement with the existing data. For RDX
the NQR frequencies of 1.804, 3.408 and 4.952 MHz were observed. The
measurements for TNT (0.8 MHz)and PETN (0.4, 0.5 and 0.9 MHz) are still under
way. The NQR measurements for some mixtures of explosives with silk, wool, nylon
etc. were performed and the explosives can be clearly identified by their NQR
frequencies from other nitrogen containing materials.

IV SUMMARY

The experimental results achieved show that the 14N NQR method is a
possible and promising technique for detecting explosives and that the constructed
remote NQR spectrometer can be used in laboratory to detect and identify explosives
and can be developed for in-situ detection of explosives concealed in luggage or
parcel at airport, railway station, post office etc.

In principle, it is possible to detect plastic landmine by using the I4N NQR
method and the remote NQR spectrometer, though there is a number of problems
which need to be solved.

The work supported in part by the International Atomic Energy Agency
under the Contract No. 7576/RB.
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The humanitarian need for new, technologically advanced yet cost-effective approaches to demining has
recently become critical. First, the proliferation of mines has increased to the extent that not only are
there more than 100 million mines buried throughout the world, but new mines are being placed faster
than they can be cleared. And second, newer types of mines with inexpensive plastic and non-ferrous metal
casings—which are difficult to detect with conventional methods—are becoming more prevalent.

Developing the next generation of demining technology requires using multiple sensors and signal processing
algorithms which take into account the way in which the sensor data is gathered rather than treating the data
as generically-derived information. We at Northeastern University are leading a team to develop and optimize
land mine detection based on ground-penetrating radar (GPR), infrared thermography (IRT), electromagnetic
induction (EI), and high frequency acoustic (HFA) sensors. We are implementing sophisticated, physics-based
mathematical models to describe the interaction of EM or acoustic waves with mines buried in realistic
(electromagnetically lossy, inhomogeneous) soil and as a result are developing "smart" signal processing
algorithms to identify and classify mines. These mathematical models are derived from actual soil and land
mine measurements, and include detection statistics of the sensors. In addition, we are building prototype
land mine detection systems using currently available industrial hardware configured in novel ways based on
the physical models under development. This approach allows us to utilize cheap, off-the-shelf components
and "smart" algorithms with the hope of providing developing countries with reliable and cost-effective
sensor systems. Finally, we are working to integrate these components into a set of scenario-tunable systems
for person-portable, vehicle-mounted, and/or airborne use that will be effective for demining operations in
both hostile and peaceful areas.

To achieve these goals requires a research program based on a first-principles understanding of the technical
challenges posed by the demining problem and the development of an integrated framework for addressing
these issues. At its root, the demining problem is particularly challenging because it is an inverse problem.
That is, one can often obtain information regarding the presence of mines only through indirect measurements
using electromagnetic, chemical or thermal sensors. Most sensing systems operate by transmitting energy
into the earth and measuring the scattered fields arising from the interaction of the energy with sub-surface
structures. All mine-related information to be extracted from the data is encoded by the complex scattering
processes underlying these non-invasive detection methods.

Non-ferrous mines are undetectable with magnetometry, while quick mobile deployment precludes particle
beam and spectrometry methods. Shallow wave penetration in soil limits millimeter and visible frequency
techniques, while resolution limitations create difficulties for seismic and gravity sensing. Although olfactory,
chemical, and biological sensing may offer advantages for detecting older mines (and hence be useful for
humanitarian purposes), they have limited sensitivity, especially in battlefield situations where pervasive
explosive residues may be widely scattered across the ground. Newer mines do not give off significant
chemical vapors and there is no direct means of continuously sampling soil.

By concentrating our efforts on El, GPR, IRT, and HFA sensors, we feel that we have the best opportunity for
making significant advances in demining. These technologies have been available for many years, and have
individually met with limited success. Most importantly, all four technologies are easily integrated since they
possess similar modalities, involve similar wave propagation, can be addressed with unified mathematical
models, and can be mounted on a variety of demining platforms. We are performing experiments to determine
the optimal platforms, sensors, and frequency ranges for specific demining situations and plan to exploit



the capability of multiple sensors and physically-based signal processing algorithms to generate substantial
improvements over currently available land mine detection schemes.

Ultrawideband Array-Based Ground-Penetrating Radar

As with standard radar, GPR is useful for the remote sensing of submerged targets. It is an important tool for
determining the locations of unexploded ordnance, land mines, underground installations, and hidden arms
caches, but also offers many dual-use applications, including precisely identifying the positions of buried
waste drums (for environmental clean-up), finding pipes or cables (of interest to utilities), and identifying
cavities or obstacles (for construction applications). Ground penetrating radar has been available for many
years, and has been fairly successful at the remote identification of buried objects. However, by making use
of short pulse and shaped pulse signals, several important advantages become apparent. First, for wet, lossy
soils, the wave penetration depth is severely limited for high frequency signals, while the detector resolution
is limited at low frequencies; short pulse signals can be tailored to optimize the trade-off between penetration
and resolution. Second, since most of the targets are in the nearfield of the radar source, the signal phase
effects are unusually important. By mixing the phases of a wide bandwidth of frequencies appropriately, the
signals scattered by the target can be more sharply analyzed, and the targets more accurately identified.

Soil is inhomogeneous and dispersive, with dielectric and electrical conductivity parameters depending on
the soil composition, density, and excitation frequency. One research effort at Northeastern University
uses measured soil data to form a simple clutter model appropriate for both time- and frequency-domain
computational wave propagation simulations. In addition, we will include the effects of dielectric constant
and conductivity variations as well as rock inclusions as perturbations of the propagation medium. Instead of
having to guess soil characteristics or use a look-up table, this model will provide high-accuracy predictions
of the penetration depth, resolving capability, and sensitivity to noise and clutter of the EM signals.

It is only through use of the entire RF frequency band and the largest possible aperture that sufficient
sensing information becomes available for sophisticated inversion processing. While monostatic data from
various locations can be combined for rudimentary imaging, collecting the scattered response with multiple
receivers simultaneously provides the extra dimension of information necessary to detect low contrast mine
targets. We are developing strategies for optimizing element positioning in one- and two-dimensional arrays,
considering synthetic aperture radar (SAR) antenna optimization, and testing trade-offs between array size
and platform geometry for synthesizing the best practical sensing aperture.

For the ultra-wideband radar systems we will be developing, it is essential to make use of antenna elements
which are compact, efficient, inexpensive, and can faithfully radiate all of the frequency components in the
generated radar signal. Geo-Centers, Inc., an industrial partner of Northeastern University, has developed
a novel wideband antenna based on a transverse electromagnetic horn with rhombic taper, folded back into
itself and terminated with a 50 ohm resistive load used for both transmitting and receiving. The measured
performance of this transverse electromagnetic rhombus (TEMR) indicates a very uniform radiation pattern
in the plane of curling flare, perpendicular to the metal plates. It is also a wide-band antenna; throughout
the 200 MHz to 2.0 GHz range, the radiated signal faithfully duplicates the input signal shape for all
angles. Thus, the TEMR appears to be close to an optimum antenna element for a time-domain radar array.
This wideband antenna has been incorporated into a time domain array as part of a vehicle-mounted GPR
countermine system. The detection results for this system have been very encouraging, with 100% of all
metal mines and over 90% of plastic mines detected in realistic simulations.

Microwave Enhanced Infrared Thermography

In addition to using individual microwave and infrared sensing systems, we propose a hybrid sensor in
which a high-power microwave transmitter is combined with an infrared camera. The transmitter introduces
energy into the ground which is absorbed at a different rates by buried objects and the surrounding soil. The
resulting differential heating is sensed by the infrared camera thereby leading to an image of the underground
object.



While careful modeling will be required to evaluate performance and optimize the transmitting antenna
design, the basic soundness of the approach has been demonstrated with simulated differential sunlight
heating. We are examining the selection of a microwave wavelength to penetrate to the desired mine depth
making use of the dielectric contrast of the mine as well the contrast in its thermal parameters. Microwave
energy can be focused and directed into the ground at the pseudo-Brewster angle to minimize reflection
and thus maximize coupling. For the common variations in soil characteristics, an elliptical reflector-type
antenna could be positioned so that its major axis aligns with the Brewster angle far in front of a detector.
The converging rays from all parts of the elliptical reflector will arrive at the target focal point with a
range of angles. Finally, by taking IR images before and after energy is delivered, difference images can be
constructed which will reduce the masking.

Acoustic Phenomena

Although the acoustic mismatch between particulate soils and solid mines makes acoustic sensing a promising
area of research for mine detection, previous studies have demonstrated the difficulty of coupling sufficient
acoustic energy from air into the ground. Contact sensors, on the other hand, are slow and awkward for use
by moving troops, and dangerous in applications where pressure must be minimized.

One alternative is laser-induced acoustic-wave generation. CO2 laser pulses are strongly absorbed in the
surface of most solids. Modulating the laser power at acoustic frequencies produces audible and trans-
audible sound vibrations. The dominant frequencies have been identified with dimensional resonances in a
300 cm3 irregular sample. Applied to a mine detection system, the laser could be raster-scanned across the
area under investigation with detection through a remote ground contact or rolling sensor array. Acoustic
resonance when excitation is near a mine could be correlated with the mine position by knowing the laser
excitation position.

Acoustic array signal processing will benefit from the concurrent work in electromagnetic signal processing.
Multistatic processing of acoustic signals will closely parallel the work on multistatic El and GPR. Algorithms
for multistatic GPR and El will be tested with simulated or experimental HFA data to measure the enhanced
probability of acoustic detection from array processing.

Summary

Although there undoubtedly exist more exotic sensors which could be used for detecting land mines, we
expect that clever use of mature technologies will ultimately prove to be efficient, cost effective, reliable,
and with a shorter development horizon since we will utilize commercial, off-the-shelf components which
already exist. The novel aspects of Northeastern University's approach are: (1) to combine multiple sensors
synergistically, yielding more information than would be available to any single sensor technology operating
alone, and (2) to use "smart" signal-processing algorithms derived from physics-based models which take into
account the actual sensor parameters as well as material and electrical characteristics of the soil and land
mines. By processing data in an intelligent manner, rather than simply treating it as a generic bit stream,
we hope to utilize information that would otherwise be discarded, and which will make mine detection much
more successful.
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Work in our laboratory has foctissed on developing low-cost methods for
bulk (non-imaging) detection of explosives. Although the main emphasis
has been on developing methods for detection of explosives in luggage, some
of these methods, particularly those based on radiation scattering, can be
adapted for use in detection of landmines.

In order to distinguish explosives from innocuous materials, two criteria
are used [1]:

1. Explosive materials have a density that is higher than that of most
common organic materials, but less than that of soil and metals.

2. Nitrogen-based explosives have a higher nitrogen and oxygen content
than most common materials.

Nuclear radiation is utilized in our work, not only because of its ability
to penetrate deep into matter, but also because of the density and com-
position information it provides. To reduce cost, commercially available
radioisotopic sources and off-the-shelf detectors and counting systems are
employed. Available neutron sources, of reasonable half-lives, emits fast
neutrons. Such neutrons are directly used; to enable the development of
portable devices by the efficient and direct use of source particles and the
elimination of the usually bulky moderating material required to slow-down



neutrons in thermal-neutron techniques. To obtain high count rates, with-
out using a high-level of radioactivity, source collimation is avoided, thus
allowing more efficient use of the source particles, while exposing a larger
volume of the object to radiation. The result is, however, a bulk indication,
rather than a detailed image.

Our first attempt to directly use fast neutrons to detect explosives was
empirically done by monitoring fast-neutron transmission, together with the
scattering, at many directions, of slowed-down neutrons, from an object ex-
posed to californium-252 neutrons. Mapping of these measurements against
each other indicated that the count rates tended to cluster within a char-
acteristic region in the map when an explosive-like material (fertilizer) was
present in the object [2]. Subsequent analysis indicated that this charac-
teristic signal was due to the effect of the presence of strong resonances in
the cross sections of both nitrogen and oxygen within the energy range of
the neutron source. Therefore, the higher the nitrogen and oxygen content,
the more effect these resonances have on the scattering count rate, thus
enabling the detection of the nitrogen- and oxygen-rich explosive-like mate-
rial. The transmission signal, on the other hand, provides a density-related
measurement. The mapping of the two measurements, therefore, provides a
characteristic signal that reflects the two criteria stated above.

The concept of using neutron resonances for elemental mapping is usu-
ally applied in conjunction with an accelerator-based neutron source, that
provides a broad energy spectrum, together with a time-of-flight measure-
ments, to determine the neutron energy. This is, however, a costly and
technically demanding process. We have demonstrated that a system using
an isotopic neutron source and commercially available detectors, can provide
similar information for bulk detection of explosives, at a much reduced cost,
and with the added-advantage of portability and a lower-radiation field [3].

Although photons do not provide element-specific information, they can
provide a measure of the average (or effective) atomic number of a mate-
rial, along with its density. Photon absorption (the photoelectric effect)
is strongly dependant on the atomic-number, while photon scattering (the
Compton effect) is dependant on the electron density; which is in turn de-
pendant on the mass density. Therefore, a combination of the two effects
can meet the two criteria designated above. Since Compton scattering oc-
curs at high photon energies, which long-lived radioisotopic source such as
cesium-137 and cobalt-60 provide, they can be used for this purpose. Energy
loss within the interrogated medium enhances the probability of photon ab-
sorption, providing the required elemental information. Therefore, with two
detectors strategically located, one to measure predominately, the higher-
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energy Compton-scattered photons, and the other to measure the lower-
energy photons that survive the photo-absorption process, bulk-elemental
and density information can be determined, as we reported in reference [4].
This is similar to the concept used in the litho-density tool employed in
oil-well logging to provide the mean atomic-number and density of soil.

The above described concepts are suited for landmines detection since
they rely on scattering measurements that can be monitored at the same
side as the source. Some preliminary work has been done on the detection
of buried small containers filled with fertilizer as an explosive-like material.
The results are promising as they demonstrate the feasibility of the concept.
More work is needed, however, for the development of a detection system.
We also intend to utilize the backscattering of fast neutrons and exploit the
impact of the nitrogen and oxygen cross-section resonances on the scattering
signal to detect the presence of a material of high nitrogen and oxygen
density, e.g. an explosive material in a landmine.
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Detection and Identification of Unexploded Ordnance (UXO)
by Neutron Interrogation

A.J. Caffrey, J.K. Hartwell, K.M. Krebs and G.D. McLaughlin

The detection of buried landmines is clearly a difficult and dangerous process. This
contribution reviews the principle, of operation and unexploded ordnance (UXO) signatures
of the PINS Chemical Assay System1, a prompt-gamma-ray neutron activation analysis
(PGN AA) for the identification of recovered UXO, so designers of countermine technologies
right profit from our experience. We also suggest two related low-cost methods for buried
landmine detection that might warrant further research.

PINS was initially developed for chemical warfare treaty verification. In 1992, the US Army
began using PINS to determine the contents of suspect chemical warfare monitors recovered
from firing ranges and former defense sites. Most of these range-recovered munitions have
been exposed to the elements for years, and they have lost all of their identifying marks from
corrosion.

PINS, as a field NAA technique, employs neutrons from a radioisotopic californium-252
source to interrogate the contents of a munition. The neutron passes through the munition's
steel casing, scatters, slows down, and is captured by the nuclear of one of the chemical
elements within the munition. The capturing nucleus then emits one or more gamma-rays.
Additional gamma rays can be produced by inelastic scattering reactions. These energetic
gamma rays can also penetrate steel easily, and they escape the munition and are recorded by
a gamma-ray detector.

Nearly all chemical elements have a unique and well-known neutron-induced gamma-ray
spectra signature. Because of their intimate connection with basic and applied nuclear
physics, detailed tables of nuclear energy levels2 and gamma-ray spectra catalogs and tables'
have been compiled, peer-reviewed, and frequently updated by physicists. PINS decisions
are based on intensities and ratios of intensities from the elements As, B, C, Ca, Cl. Fe. H. K.
Na, P, S, Ti, and Zn.



As an example, consider a neutron interaction inside a high explosive-filled munition.
Explosive compounds are rich in nitrogen-14 (14N), the predominant stable nitrogen isotope.
When a thermal neutron is captured by a nucleus, the following reactions occur:

n + 14N -> I5N* -> 15N + y.

A nitrogen-15 nucleus is produced in an excited state, denoted by the star; in less than a
picosecond it de-excites to its ground state by emission of one or more gamma rays, of
energies up to 10,829 kilo-electron volts (keV). All military explosive compounds are rich in
the element nitrogen, and one would observe nitrogen capture gamma rays from explosive-
filled items.

Similarly, the organophosphorus nerve agents are identified by detection of hydrogen and
phosphorus gamma rays in the appropriate ratios. Blister agents, such as mustard gas, are
identified by the observation of chlorine, hydrogen, and either sulfur, nitrogen, or arsenic
gamma rays, again in distinctive intensity ratios.

Of strong relevance to the development of low-cost methods for explosive detection, PINS
employs a five-microgram californium-252 source, chosen over accelerator-type neutron
generators for economy and reliability. It produces ten million neutrons per second. The
source is doubly encapsulated, and it is certified as 'special form' in accordance with the
regulation of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), permitting its shipment
worldwide by common carrier.

The detection of buried landmines appears to be a far more difficult problem than the
identification of their contents once located4. We propose two nuclear techniques that might
assist the search process. Both involve neutrons interacting in hydrogen.

The thermal neutron capture cross-section in nitrogen is about 80 millibarns. The hydrogen
cross-section is four times larger, and the capture reaction rate is almost 400 times larger for
hydrogen than for nitrogen. Since all military explosives contain 2-3% by weight hydrogen,
it seems this element might provide a signature sufficiently intense for mine searches.

One search method would simply scan a PINS - like device over the ground, measuring the
ratio of the hydrogen peak to the silicon peak. We recently tried this at INEEL, and obtained
the following results. A simulated Russian PMN anti-personnel mine was constructed and
filled with fertilizer as an explosive simulant. Two measurements were conducted: one with
the PINS detection directly over the simulated landmine, another, 30 cm away from the center
at the mine. The simulated mine itself was buried in crushed rocks; the top of the mine was
level with the rock surface.

distance

0
30

(cm)
Si

7.
9.

Count rate
1779

82(0.55)
17(0.58)

(Hz)
H2223

7.80(0.51)
5.24(0.43)

Si/H ratio

1.0(0.1)
1.7(0.3)



As shown in the table above, the hydrogen signal increases and the silicon falls when the
instrument was directly over the simulated mine, as expected. A mine-search instrument
could be designated on this method using scintillating gamma-ray detectors for economy and
greater detection efficiency.

Another possible mine search method exploits the kinematics of neutron scattering in
hydrogen. An unmoderated Cf-252 source and a thermal neutron detector, such as helium-3
tube, would scan the ground. An increased counting rate signals the presence of hydrogen.
This simple technique is widely used in industry to measure bulk hydrogen, and recently
Schanzler and colleagues have demonstrated its application to munition fill identification.
Because thermal neutron detectors are inexpensive, and the read-out electronics simple, this
approach is well suited to the construction of inexpensive arrays for imaging-buried
landmines.

The principal technical challenge in humanitarian landmine clearance is the detection of
landmines. Simple nuclear methods may compliment existing search techniques to improve
the overall probability of detection and to reduce the false positive rate of other technologies.

In addition, nuclear methods are a proven method for identification of UXO such as
landmines.

We acknowledge the support of the NN-20, Office of Research and Development, US Dept.
of Energy and the US Army Project Manager for Non-Stockpile Chemical Material, under
DOE Field Office Idaho contract. One of us (AJC) also gratefully acknowledges the IAEA
for travel support to attend the Advisory Group Meeting.
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ABSTRACT

The detection of land mines is made possible by using
nuclear sensor based on neutron interrogation. Neutron
interrogation allows to detect the sensitive elements (C, H,
0, N) of the explosives in land mines or in unexploded
shells : the evaluation of characteristic ratio N/O and C/O in
a volume element gives a signature of high explosives. Fast
neutron interrogation has been qualified in our laboratories
as a powerful close distance method for identifying the
presence of a mine or explosive. This method could be
implemented together with a multisensor detection system -
for instance IR or microwave - to reduce the false alarm rate
by addressing the suspected area.

Principle of operation is based on the measurement of
gamma rays induced by neutron interaction with irradiated
nuclei from the soil and from a possible mine. Specific
energy of these gamma rays allows to recognise the
elements at the origin of neutron interaction. Several
detection methods can be used, depending on nuclei to be
identified. Analysis of physical data, computations by
simulation codes, and experimentations performed in our
laboratory have shown the interest of Fast Neutron Analysis
(FNA) combined with Thermal Neutron Analysis (TNA)
techniques, especially for detection of nitrogen UN, carbon
l2C and oxygen I6O. The FNA technique can be
implemented using a 14 MeV sealed neutron tube, and a set
of detectors.

The mines detection has been demonstrated from our
investigations, using a low power neutron generator
working in the 10s n/s range, which is reasonable when
considering safety rules. A fieldable demonstrator would be
made with a detection head including tube and detectors,
and with remote electronics, power supplies and computer
installed in a vehicle.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial neutronics department at SODERN includes
development and manufacturing of industrial sealed neutron
tubes and industrial neutron generators, characterized by :
• safety in use : no emission in "off state, very low

quantity of radioactive material in a sealed envelope,
• a capability to be operated in continuous or in pulsed

mode.
• a very high energy of emitted neutrons, in a nearly

monoenergetic form (at 14 MeV or 2.5 MeV),
• the larger tube lifetime on the market, giving a lower

cost per emitted neutron,
• a large range of fully automatic and safe generators, one

of them is transportable and cheap (the GENIE 16), and
one of them is the most powerful sealed tube neutron
generator on the market (the GENIE 46).

Starting from these generators, SODERN is developing
different applications, either alone or in collaboration with
other industrial partners :
• explosives and drug detection in parcels, explosives

detection in landmines,
• nuclear waste inspection,
• bulk materials analysis using prompt neutron excitation

and gamma rays detection,
• chemical weapons inspection,
• neutron radiography for non destructive testing of sub-

assemblies (plane wings, pyrotechnic devices, turbine
blades,...).

The ongoing interest in nuclear techniques for mine
detection is related to their capability to detect in depth, and
their capability to recognize the common element in all
mines, the explosives. Thermal neutron analysis (TNA), or
a combination of fast and thermal neutron interrogation
analysis (FNA and TNA), are the only effective methods to
detect explosives hidden in the soil. These methods have
been qualified in our laboratories as powerful close distance
methods for identifying the presence of an explosive, from
all of its sensitive elements : carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
hydrogen Nevertheless, the time to detect an explosive is
quite high, and this concept is only valid for confirmation of
a threat.

SODERN has started the study of a FNA/TNA mines
detection system some years ago, and has developed the
different pieces of technology for this use. A fieldable
demonstrator could be designed in a multisensor concept
and installed on a vehicle. The alarm would be given by
observation in visible and infrared range, and by metal
detectors and ground penetrating radars. The confirmation
of the alarm would be given by a mine detection system
using a FNA/TNA detection system.

DETERMINATION OF A SUITABLE METHOD

The principle of nuclear methods is to irradiate the soil with
possible mines by an energetic radiation, and to detect the
response of the atoms which are characteristics of
explosives. In order to detect mines in depth, an energetic
radiation is required for interrogation such as 14 MeV
neutrons from sealed tubes. Compared to 14 MeV neutrons,
neutrons from isotopic sources are less energetic, and
emission cannot be interrupted after use. In addition,
detection of all elements from mines is only possible using
neutrons at energies higher than 9 MeV. Table A shows the
interest of such high energy neutrons in FNA mode. The 14
MeV neutrons can be emitted in pulsed mode, allowing to
separate the different interactions by the time at the
microsecond scale. The practical interest of this principle is
connected to the low cost of the neutron source, to the very
low tritium quantity inside the neutron tube, for a safe use
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even in hostile environment, and to its capability to work
simultaneously in FNA and TNA modes.

Other nuclear methods were considered in the literature
since 10 years. A survey of these methods is described in
one of our papers (ref. 1) published at Edinburgh
Conference for Detection of Abandoned Landmines, in
October 1996. Nevertheless, no equipment was developed,
because of too much complexity, too much volume or
weight, or too much cost. Only one equipment was
manufactured by Gozani and al. (2, 3), in a TNA form using
a 252 Californium neutron source, but the only detection of
nitrogen of explosives and the non interruptible source are
strong limitations to its use.

In order to take advantage of pulsed 14 MeV neutrons
emitted from sealed tubes, SODERN's team has selected the
two possible principles :
• either to design a pulsed TNA equipment, for detection

of H, N, and some elements of the soil,
• or better to design a pulsed FNA/TNA equipment, for

detection of all elements in the mines and in the soil.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FNA/TNA MINES
DETECTION SYSTEM

Neutrons at 14 MeV are emitted from a small neutron tube
in any direction (4). Neutrons are scattered and captured by
atoms from the soil and the possible mines, as well as from
the shielding of the equipment (see fig. 1). Emission of
energetic gamma rays between 1 and 12 MeV is the,
collected by a set of collimated detectors. Each of these
detectors delivers pulses, the height of which is proportional
to the gamma ray energy. Using a fast counting electronics
for each detectors, and using a gate supplying the suitable
time windows, some spectra (see fig. 2) are obtained in the
following way :

1. During the pulses, typ. 10 to 50 us, only gamma rays
from inelastic scattering of 14 MeV neutrons are
collected, giving a quite pure FNA spectra,

2 . After the pulses, typ. 50 to 300 us, nearly only gamma
rays from thermal neutron capture are collected, giving a
quite pure TNA spectra,

3 . After a pulse train, typ. 50 ms, the tube is turned off :
gamma rays from delayed fast (FNAA) and thermal
(TNAA) neutron activation are detected, delivering
additional useful signals as well as delivering the
residual activation noise to subtract to measurements
obtained in FNA and TNA.

The FNA/TNA detection system is composed by the
following sub-assemblies :
• an irradiation/detection head (see fig. I) including the

neutron emission module with its small tube, the set of
detectors, the shielding between tube and detectors, the
collimators for neutrons and for gamma rays, and the
minimum shielding for operators safety when not used
in a tele-operation mode. This head is placed in front of
the vehicle.

• an electronics including neutron tube power supplies,
measurement electronics for detectors, and computers.
These elements are located inside the vehicle in a local
operation mode and connected to a transmission
equipment in a tele-operated mode.

• the cables between these elements.

Experimentation of a mock-up for such a system was made,
using a neutron tube emitting 108 n/s at 14 MeV, and a
BGO detector. This tube was used in continuous mode and
in pulsed mode. Pulsed mode is more interesting : during
neutron pulses (FNA), inelastic scattering of neutrons
induces characteristic gamma rays of carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen, silicon, aluminium, ... and after neutron pulses
(TNA), neutron capture induces characteristic gamma rays
of hydrogen, nitrogen, calcium, ... By splitting detection
time windows in two classes, gamma ray pulses detected
during FNA periods were directed to a multichannel
analyser section A (FNA window), and those detected
during TNA periods were directed to the multichannel
analyser section B (TNA window). A careful comparison of
obtained spectra in each window, with respect to preceding
spectra in memory and to stored spectra from a data base,
allows to detect the N/O, C/O, H/O ratios and to compare
them with stored values. An example of inelastic scattering
spectra (FNA window) is shown on figure 2. Neutron pulses
duration was 3 us, repetition rate being 1 kHz.
Contributions of oxygen at 6.13 MeV, carbon at 4.14 MeV
and silicon from the soil at 1.78 MeV are easy to detect
after a small computation time. The observed maximum
depth is 20 to 30 cm, depending on hardware materials and
on allocated time for detection.

PERSPECTIVES

The FNA/TNA mines detection system seems to be very
interesting for confirmation of an alarm :
• the main sub-assemblies are now available at relatively

low cost : the GENIE 16 neutron generator with its
SODITRON tube, the detectors, the specially designed
fast electronics, the decon volution softwares in
reference conditions,

• in case of an accidental explosion, only a low quantity
of tritium (120 GBq, or 3.3 Ci) may be released.
compared to the risk of using a Californium permanent
neutron source,

• the tube is turned off after operation : no more neutrons
are emitted, and the residual activation of the neutron
probe is very low,

• if more neutrons are required for a specific operation,
then the tube may be operated up to 2.5 times emission.

We are now working on data handling and computation
algorithms, in order to deliver a simple information after
comparison of results with data stored in the computer :
"mine detected, either small and on top or large and in
depth, with x % confidence level".

We hope to be supported in our work, and to develop a
fieldable demonstrator in a multisensor concept, installed on
a vehicle. The FNA/TNA mines detection system would
then confirm the alarms delivered bv the other sensors.
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TABLE 1 -Some NAA measurement methods for explosives detection
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Detection of explosives by neutron scattering
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There is considerable interest at the moment in possibilities for using fast neutron beams as non-
intrusive probes for detecting hidden explosives or other contraband such as narcotics [1-11], for
example in packages such as airline baggage or small cargo containers. Three distinct factors make
neutrons of energy 0.1-10 MeV promising candidates for this application. Firstly, neutron beams in
this energy range can penetrate such packages without being too severely attenuated. Secondly, the
interactions of neutrons with material are very sensitive to the neutron energy and the nuclides in the
material, and this makes it possible to determine these nuclides (and hence the corresponding
chemical elements) by monitoring the neutron interactions in various ways. Thirdly, the principal
constituents of narcotic and explosive materials are the elements hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and
oxygen (HCNO), which differ strongly from one-another in their interactions with neutrons and can
thus be characterised via these differences [5J.

Two methods for fast neutron interrogation that have been thoroughly explored and are now being
implemented are the fast neutron transmission spectroscopy method (FNTS) [6-10] and the pulsed fast
neutron analysis method (PFNA) [1-4]. The FNTS method is based on measurements of the
attenuation of a pulsed fast neutron beam passing through the interrogated material. The PFNA
method uses a pulsed monoenergetic neutron beam and measures the energy spectrum and time of
arrival of prompt gamma rays which are excited by inelastic neutron scattering in the interrogated
material. Different elements are identified via their characteristic gamma spectra in this method and
the time measurement is used to locate the position of the scatterer.

An alternative approach which has received comparatively little attention to date is to use a pulsed
monoenergetic incident neutron beam and to detect, directly, the neutrons scattered out of the beam
[11-13]. Four possible methods are suggested for identifying and measuring nuclides in this way, and
they can be used individually or in combination. Firstly, if the energy of elastically backscattered ( >
150°) neutrons can be measured sufficiently accurately then the kinematics of this process provides a
basis for determining the mass of the scattering nuclide. The operating principle is the same as that
underlying the well-known technique of Rutherford backscattering analysis, in which monoenergetic
charged particle beams arc used to investigate surface regions of solids. Secondly, if inelastic neutron
scattering is significant then this will add a low-energy component to the scattered neutron spectrum,
which may characterise the scatterer. Thirdly, if the incident energy is suitably chosen and scattered
neutrons are measured at two angles, one forward (eg 45°) and the other backward, then the ratio of
the forward and backward scattering may help to indicate the scattering nuclide. Fourthly, since
scattering cross sections display resonance structure, measurements at two suitably chosen incident
neutron energies should also help to identify the scatterer.

We are now developing a fast neutron scattering analysis (FNSA) technique which combines the four
approaches outlined above to identify elements and determine their concentrations. Our initial
investigations [14] aimed to determine the efficiency of the FNSA method for determining H, C, N
and O concentrations in isolated small samples (<0.5 kg). We are now investigating: (i) the
complications which may arise, eg from neutron attenuation and multiple scattering, when the sample



is packed, together with other material, in a container; and (ii) various methods that may be used in
conjunction with FNSA, to locate the position of the sample in the container. In the past we have
worked exclusively with monoenergetic, accelerator-driven neutron sources. Now we are also
investigating the possibility of adapting the FNSA method for use with a 252Cf spontaneous fission
neutron source, with a view to developing a system which might be used in landmine detection.

Fig 1 shows the experimental arrangement used for the initial studies. A collimated, pulsed beam of
neutrons is directed at the sample and scattered neutrons are detected by the liquid scintillators A, B
and C at the scattering angles 0= 160°, 160° and 45° respectively. Pulse height L and time-of-flight T
are measured from each detector. Monoenergetic neutrons are obtained from the D(d,n) reaction,
using a gas target and the neutron energy E is cycled between 6.8 and 7.5 MeV at intervals of about
10 seconds by "flipping" an energy-degrading Havar foil F (fig 1) in and out of the deuteron beam. A
scattering "signature" is derived from two-parameter data, counts vs L and 7" (eg fig 2) measured for
each element (H, C, N or O), at each of the two angles #and two energies E. Fig 3 shows signatures
for the four elements. Each is a 400-channel distribution normalized to a standard count in the
neutron monitor M (see fig 1) and lOOA^ target nuclei in the sample, where NA = Avogadro's number.
Channels 1-200 and 201-400 are derived from the data for E = 6.8 and 7.5 MeV respectively. In each
of these sections the first 160 channels correspond to i-spectra for elastically backscattered neutrons,
measured by detector B, a deuterated liquid scintillator (NE230, 50 mm diam x 50 mm). A T-cut (see
fig 2) was used to select elastically scattered neutrons. The upper 40 channels in each section are T-
spectra measured at 6= 45° by detector C, after applying a pulse height cut set at low L (see fig 2).

The elemental signatures (fig 3) are very distinctive and constitute a good response matrix for
unfolding elemental components from the scattering signatures measured for different compounds.
Unfolding is carried out using the HEPRO program system [15-17]. Fig 3 shows results obtained
from scattering measurements made using anhydrous samples of the compounds methanol,
ammonium nitrate, acetamide and ammonium acetate. In each case the atom fractions of H, C, N and
O determined from neutron scattering (points) are in good agreement with the known values
(histograms) calculated from the respective chemical formulae.

The measurements which are planned using a 252Cf source will use either a fission fragment detector
or an additional neutron detector immediately next to this source as a reference for the neutron time-
of-flight measurement and will employ two or more neutron detectors to monitor the energy and
angular dependence of scattering from N and other elements in the energy range 1-4 MeV.
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Fig 1: Experimental arrangement for scattering measurements
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Fig 2: Counts vs L and Tfrom detector B, using a graphite scatterer, at E = 7.5 MeV.
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Fig 3: Scattering signatures for H, C, N and O
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Fig 4: Measured (points) and calculated (histograms) atom fractions for four compounds


